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A B S T R A C T

Background: Understanding the world from another’s perspective is an important and potentially automatic
human process which is crucial for efficient social interactions. However, while deficits have repeatedly been
described for various interpersonal abilities in alcohol-dependence (AD), only one previous study has in-
vestigated perspective taking in this pathology.
Aim: The current study aimed to explore further how AD affects visual-spatial perspective taking (VSPT) by
examining the effect of positive emotional stimuli on VSPT in both an AD and non-AD sample.
Methods: Reaction times (RT) for simple spatial judgments were measured. Participants made these judgments
from their perspective, but judgments were either congruent or incongruent with the perspective of another
agent. The emotion conveyed by that agent (happy or neutral) was manipulated across trials.
Results: Compared to baseline, both AD and non-AD groups displayed delayed RTs for spatial judgments when
these were incongruent with the perspective of a happy agent (the expected VSPT RT cost, indicating automatic
VSPT). The AD, but not the non-AD group, further displayed a VSPT RT cost when the agent expressed a neutral
emotion.
Conclusion: There was no evidence that AD compromised automatic VSPT. However, as in previous research, AD
was associated with differences in the processing of emotional stimuli. Future research should explore which
‘real-world’ settings are likely to trigger social confusion and misunderstanding.

1. Introduction

Alcohol-dependence (AD) is associated with a wide range of phy-
siological and neurological problems (Bühler and Mann, 2011), having
a particular impact on cognitive abilities (Stavro et al., 2013). The
neurotoxic effects of alcohol in AD trigger a range of transient and long-
term behavioral deficits, leading to cognitive and social issues, which
may perpetuate excessive alcohol drinking (Oscar-Berman and
Marinkovic, 2003).

AD also has detrimental effects on socio-emotional abilities, parti-
cularly during the processing of faces, voices, and words, leading to
inaccurate assessments of the intensity of the emotion conveyed
(Kornreich et al., 2013). Research has highlighted the problems which
AD patients experience with emotional understanding (Bosco et al.,
2014), Theory of Mind (Cox et al., 2018; Maurage et al., 2015), humor
understanding (Uekermann et al., 2007), irony processing (Amenta

et al., 2013) and social misdemeanors (faux pas; Cox et al., 2018;
Thoma et al., 2013). While these previous studies have established that
socio-emotional processing impairments are a key factor in AD, they
have all focused on the conscious and deliberate processing of social
information, as they were based on explicit social cognition tasks.
However, during real-life interactions, the processing of social signals is
most often automatic and unrelated to reflective evaluation. Further-
more, in other disorders different patterns of socio-emotional impair-
ments have been reported depending on whether implicit or explicit
tasks are used (e.g., ASD: Frith, 2004). This would suggest an important
need for research into implicit socio-emotional processing in AD. Only
one study has directly measured the effect of AD on an automatic social
cognition task - visual-spatial perspective taking (Cox et al., 2016).

Cox et al. (2016) used an automatic visual-spatial perspective taking
(VSPT) measure, previously used with a range of healthy and patho-
logical populations (Zwickel and Müller, 2010; Zwickel et al., 2010;
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Pearson et al., 2013). Participants responded from their perspective to the
location of a dot-probe that appeared to the left/right or above/below
facial stimuli conveying neutral or fearful expressions. The reaction
time cost measured the automatic perspective taking displayed when
participants had to report a location of the dot that was incongruent
with the perspective of the other agent (the face on the screen), i.e.,
left/right judgments. In previous studies with healthy participants,
fearful, but not neutral, faces triggered automatic perspective taking,
likely because the additional emotional content increases the salience of
the other agents’ perspective (Zwickel and Müller, 2010).

Cox et al. (2016) found both adults with AD and non-AD partici-
pants showed a visual-spatial perspective taking reaction time cost
(VSPT RT cost) to the fearful faces. This suggests that while AD leads to
impaired high-level and explicit social processing, it is not related to
generalized social cognition impairments, given that implicit processing
of social stimuli appears preserved. This is a potentially important re-
sult at both the theoretical level (by showing a differential rather than
ubiquitous impairment) and the clinical level (by identifying implicit
processing as a potential lever to rehabilitate social cognition in AD).
However, in that initial experiment, AD patients did show socio-emo-
tional processing differences to controls: whereas non-AD participants
showed a VSPT RT cost to only fearful faces, AD participants showed
this cost to both neutral and fearful faces, with no significant difference
between them.

Two possible hypotheses could explain the difference in responding
across AD and non-AD participants: (i) AD participants specifically
overestimate the negative emotional content of faces, leading to a con-
flation of neutral and fearful faces, or potentially a carry-over effect of
negative emotional content from the fearful faces to the neutral ones;
(ii) in the context of perspective-taking, AD participants display a
generalized increased salience for all faces, irrespective of emotional
content. There is some evidence to support a hyper-responsiveness to-
wards reporting negative emotions of facial stimuli in AD (Foisy et al.,
2007a,b; Philippot et al., 1999; Townshend and Duka, 2003: though see
Donadon and de Lima Osório, 2014). Given the potential for the Cox
et al. (2016) data to have been predominantly triggered by over-esti-
mated negative stimuli, the investigation of whether this effect is also
preserved for positive stimuli (i.e., happy faces) is required before
strong conclusions can be made about the nature of implicit social
processing in AD.

The present study, therefore, uses the same methodology as Cox
et al. (2016) to measure automatic VSPT in AD and non-AD partici-
pants, but with happy instead of fearful faces. With regard to AD and
the processing of happiness, studies of labeling and intensity ratings
(Clark et al., 2007; Kornreich et al., 2013; Maurage et al., 2009;
Philippot et al., 1999) typically show preservation of explicit happiness
processing. To date, no known research has investigated the effect of
happy faces on automatic VSPT in either clinical or non-clinical po-
pulations. Although happy faces do not engender the same social value
as fearful ones in relation to potential cues for threat and harm, they
nonetheless constitute highly relevant information for adapted social
interactions.

In sum this study investigates whether happy faces trigger sponta-
neous VSPT in both AD and non-AD groups, to clarify whether (1)
automatic perspective taking to neutral stimuli in AD is related to a
specific tendency to overestimate negative stimuli, and (2) the pre-
servation of implicit social processing (automatic perspective taking) in
AD to fearful faces generalizes to positive stimuli. We predicted that
happy faces would elicit automatic perspective taking in much the same
way that fearful faces do in non-AD populations. Additionally, based on
the findings from Cox et al. (2016), we predicted that AD participants
would also engage in automatic perspective taking to happy faces.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

All participants volunteered to take part. The study was approved by
London Metropolitan University (where the work was carried out)
committee and conducted in accordance with the ethical standards of
the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. The same 22 non-AD and 22 AD
participants who took part in the earlier version of this study (see Cox
et al., 2016, for full details) were recruited a few weeks later. The
groups did not differ significantly in age (AD mean= 43 ± 12 years;
non- AD mean=42 ± 9 years, t (42)= 0.18, p > 0.05) or gender
(both groups consisted of 11 men and 11 women). All participants were
of British origin.

AD participants were all assessed according to the Diagnostic and
Statistics Manual—IV-R (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) cri-
teria for alcohol dependence by their keyworker at the time of entering
treatment. The treatment service center participating in this study has
an ‘alcohol-free at the time of treatment’ policy, and therefore all AD
participants were alcohol-free at the time of testing, as assessed by their
key-worker using a breathalyzer test. The groups differed on the Fast
Alcohol Screening Test (FAST), a simple four-question audit to detect
problem drinking (Hodgson et al., 2002): AD, M=9.87, (SD=4.01);
non-AD, M=1.02, (SD=2.10). This difference was significant, t
(42)= 6.67, p<0.001. The mean number of alcohol units taken per
day prior to treatment within the AD group was 14.21 (SD=4.23) and
the mean number of years of problematic drinking was 16.10
(SD=8.74). The average number of attempts at detoxification was
1.50 (SD=0.50).

None of the participants reported poly-drug use, psychiatric or
neurological disease, as measured at the time of entering treatment by
psychiatric assessment and past medical records. No AD participants
were in withdrawal at the time of taking part, or currently on any
medication relevant to aiding withdrawal symptoms (reporting 4+
weeks abstinence).

Daily and current smoking was more common in the group with AD
N=7, compared to the non-AD group N=4. The Trait Anxiety
Inventory for adults (STAI) was administered to control for the effects
of anxiety (Spielberger et al., 1983). Anxiety scores were higher in the
AD group, M=41.23, (SD=8.37) as compared to the non-AD group,
M=36.91, (SD=11.28), but this difference was not significant t (42)
= −1.44, p > 0.05. AD and non-AD groups also differed in their
scores for depression (Beck Depression Inventory; BDI; Beck and Steer,
1990). BDI scores were higher for participants with AD, M=12.34
(SD=8.12) than for the control group, M=9.87 (SD=6.54) and this
difference was significant t (42) = −2.56, p < 0.001. Although the
participants with AD presented higher and a greater range of depression
scores, neither groups’ average scores reached what is considered to be
the clinical level of depression.

2.2. Apparatus and stimuli

Stimuli were presented on a Toshiba laptop with a 21″ computer
screen (85-Hz refresh rate) positioned 50 cm in front of the participants.
Twelve male and 12 female grey-scaled faces with hair removed and
presented within a rectangle were presented. The remainder of the
screen was white. Twelve of the faces conveyed a happy expression
(Fig. 1) and 12 a neutral expression. A black rectangle which was the
same in size as the facial stimuli acted as a baseline stimulus.

2.3. Design and procedure

Half of participants completed the FAST, BDI and STAI before the
trials and half after. Smokers were not asked to abstain before testing
periods to maintain relative ecological validity and because nicotine
withdrawal may negatively impact on testing (mood, irritability), as
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well as being a disincentive for some participants taking part.
Participants were instructed to complete a set of 10 practice trials be-
fore starting the recorded experiment. Test trials were pre-randomized
into blocks of 12, consisting of faces incongruent; faces congruent;
baseline (rectangles) incongruent; baseline congruent. Within each
block of 12 – with the exception of the baseline trials – 6 faces conveyed
happy and 6 neutral expressions. Instructions were given before each
block of trials to remind participants to respond to the location of the
dot. There was a total of 144 trials. Trials started with presentation of
the stimuli and was followed 500ms later by a dot-probe, 5◦ in dia-
meter, that appeared for 35ms. The dot then disappeared leaving the
face on screen until a response was given (see Fig. 1). Reaction time was
recorded from the onset of the dot-probe. For the incongruent trials the
dot appeared 1◦ to the left or right of the face/rectangle, and for the
congruent trials 1◦ above or below the face/rectangle. During the
baseline trials the dot also appeared for the same duration and in the
same locations but the stimulus was a black rectangle. Participants were
asked to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible, pressing ‘s’ to
indicate left, and ‘k’ for dots on the right, ‘t’ for those at the top, and ‘b’
for the bottom.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis of the test conditions

Analysis of covariance and correlation analysis showed that neither
smoking, anxiety or depression had a significant effect on the RT for
either group across conditions. Raw RT data is presented in Fig. 2.
ANOVA main effects confirmed earlier findings: ADs responded slower
than non-ADs F(142)= 31.07, p< .001, R2= .42; responses to incon-
gruent trials were slower than congruent ones F(142)= 6.20, p= .017,
R2= .129; and responses to faces were slower compared to baseline
conditions F(284)= 67.75, p< .001, R2= .617.

Perspective taking was measured by calculating a difference score
between the congruent and incongruent conditions, Fig. 3. Difference
scores were analyzed in a 2-way mixed ANOVA with stimulus type as
the within-participants factors and group as the between-participant
factor. There was a main effect for stimulus type, F(284)= 51.43,
p< .001, R2= .550, and for the group, F(242)= 17.37, p< .001,

R2= .293. There was also a significant interaction between stimulus
and group, F(284)= 6.21, p= .005, R2= .129. In the non-AD group,
there was a significant perspective effect for happy faces t (21)= 5.92,
p< .001 (CI 149.95 - - 75.50) but not with neutral faces. AD partici-
pants showed a perspective effect for both happy t (21)= 7.50,
p< .001(CI −308.45 −174.46) and neutral faces t (21)= 6.11,
p< .001 (CI -177.76 - - 87.51). Furthermore, the AD group showed an
increased perspective taking effect for happy faces compared to neutral
t (21)= 6.90, p< .001 (CI -133.21 - - 53.78).

Finally, in view of the high variance of RTs within our AD group we
further explored whether VSPT was preserved beyond a group effect
and thus conducted an adapted single-case versus group analysis
(Crawford and Howell, 1998); all AD participants except one individual
(who demonstrated an equal RT cost to both happy and neutral faces)
demonstrated the same response pattern.

4. Discussion

A primary aim of this study was to investigate whether preservation
of implicit social processing observed in our earlier work with fearful
faces (Cox et al., 2016) extends to positive stimuli (happy faces). This
was demonstrated: participants showed a VSPT RT cost to happy faces
when reporting a spatial location from their perspective that was incon-
gruent to that from the perspective of another agent. Hence, our results
show that observing happy faces elicit spontaneous VSPT in both AD
and non-AD observers.

Interestingly, there was an important point of difference with our
earlier study. In our earlier study, non-AD participants showed a VSPT
RT cost to fearful faces only, not to neutral faces. The AD group showed
VSPT RT costs to both fearful and neutral faces, with the cost being
similar to both. In the current study, the non-AD group showed a VSPT
cost to happy faces, but not to neutral faces. The AD group showed a
VSPT RT cost to both happy and neutral faces, although there was an
additional cost to happy compared to neutral faces. In other words,
there was a similar pattern of responding to positive stimuli across the
non-AD and AD groups. This is broadly consistent with previous re-
search using emotional faces, voices and music, showing that when
presented with positive stimuli, patients with AD show relatively

Fig. 1. Schematic of the Experiment.

Fig. 2. Mean RTs (ms) to happy, neutral and baseline stimuli by perspective for
participants with AD and the control (non-AD) participants.
Bars represent the standard error.

Fig. 3. Mean RTs (ms) as calculated by the difference score for happy, neutral
and baseline stimuli for participants with AD and the control (non-AD) parti-
cipants.
Bars represent the standard error.
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similar responses to controls (Cox et al., 2018; Maurage et al., 2009;
Kornreich et al., 2013). Further research is needed to understand the
differential deficit for negative but preserved positive emotion proces-
sing.

There are several limitations to this study. While our previous work
(Cox et al., 2016) and the current study provide a snapshot of behavior,
due to restrictions on client data from the treatment service center, the
complexity of the participants current mental and physical health lacks
detail. Future studies should include more detail of the clinical back-
ground of the participants in order to set the current findings against a
wider clinical picture. Furthermore, Kornreich et al. (2002) have shown
that emotional facial expression deficits correlate negatively with in-
terpersonal issues, thus future studies replicating these findings should
seek to clarify the association between perceived interpersonal diffi-
culties and perspective taking, and more globally the real-life impact of
the deficits observed here on patients’ social life and interpersonal re-
lations.

In summary, across both of our studies, we find no evidence to
suggest that AD participants are impaired in automatic VSPT. The re-
levance of the results together is that while AD may have a deleterious
impact on explicit emotional processing they do not support the view
that AD causes a blanket or generalized social processing deficit.
Whatever the explanation for the difference between implicit and ex-
plicit emotion processing, our findings suggest that a large number of
documented deficits in explicit social cognition do not extend to certain
implicit tasks. Further research is needed to identify intact implicit
socio-emotional processes, given their potential in therapeutic settings
to rehabilitate social cognition in AD.
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